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�������� In this brief note, we examine the RMAC draft standard 

as proposed in NIST Draft 800-38B. We review the draft aording to 

the general properties of RMAC that we proposed in our paper at FSE 

2002 (Full version on ePrint). In partiular, we examine some important 

diferenes between the onstrution and the seurity laims. 

1 Introdution 

RMAC is a mode of operation that allows the onstrution of randomized mes
sage authentiation odes from a good blok ipher. It was originally proposed 

as a response to the all for modes of operation that was sent  b y the NIST in 

order to omplement the AES efort. 

We reall the desription of RMAC and some notations. Let E b e a blok 

ipher with keys of size k and bloks of size b. EK 

represents the blok ipher used 

with the key K. L et E(K,R) 

represent the same blok ipher with the key K and 

an additional parameter R of size r. It will later be explained how E(K,R) 

relates 

to EK . Let } = (Mh 

, . . . , M t) b e a padded message. The RMAC algorithm 

omputes a message authentiation ode C as follows: 

C

R = output of a random number generator, 

h 

= EK� 

(Mh 

), 

Ci 

= EK� 

(Mi 

E Ci-h) for i from 2 to  ,  

m = E(K� 

,R) 

(Ct),
 

C = ( m, R).
 

2 Revisiting RMAC with tweakable blok iphers 

The seurity proof of RMAC [2] makes strong assumptions on the blok ipher 

used in the onstrution. These assumptions an be summarized using the new 
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notion of tweakable blok ipher introdued by Liskov, Rivest and Wagner at 

Crypto 2002 [6]. Namely, the hosen blok ipher using the salt R a s a tweak, 

that is the blok ipher used in the onfguration of the last omputation E(K� 

,R) 

, 

mu s t b e a g o o d t weakable blok ipher. In partiular, the blok ipher shall not 

sufer from any related key attaks. 

In [2] two w ays of omputing E(K� 

,R) 

are suggested for use with the AES. 

First onstrution. The frst suggestion is to use AES with keys of size 256 

bits. In that ase, K2 

and R may both b e hosen of size 128 bits and we set 

E(K� 

,R) 

= AESK� 

11R. Another possibility would b e to selet a key K2 

of size 

256 bits, an R of size 128 bits but padded with zeroes up to 256 bits and apply 

E(K� 

,R) 

= AESK� 

8R. From a seurity point of view, these two solutions are 

equivalent. 

Seond onstrution. The seond suggestion is to use AES with keys of size 

128 bits. In that ase, K2 

and R are also of size 128 bits and we set E(K� 

,R) 

= 

AESK� 

8R. 

For the frst onstrution, the seurity proof is given in the standard model. 

For the seond onstrution, the seurity proof is done under a muh stronger 

assumption in the ideal ipher model. Thus, while more ostly in terms of om
putations, the frst onstrution has to be preferred when possible. 

There is no onstrution proposed in [2] for use with the D S or TripleD S. 

In fat, it is unlear whether tweakable blok iphers an be formed from these 

algorithms. While we understand the need of allowing D S or TripleD S for 

bakward ompatibility onerns, it should be made lear in the fnal draft that 

this hoie greatly damages the seurity of the onstrution. 

3 Seurity level of the onstrution 

The frst onstrution is proven seure in the standard model. The seond on
strution is proven seure in the ideal ipher model. Both seurity proofs states 

that a omputational power at least approximately equal to 2nIn, where n = 

min(k , b ), is needed to break the sheme. It should b e noted that inreasing 

the size of the key in the AES beyond 128 bits will not provide an inrease of 

seurity. 

In [8, Appendix A], it is stated that an exhaustive k ey searh o n R M A C w ould 

require 22k-h omputations. While this is true of a brute fore searh with no 

optimization, it is misleading sine other attaks exist that require muh less 

omputation power. This remark also stands for the forgery laims. In fat, we 

believe that forgery and key reovery an both be ahieved with high probability 

in approximately 2nIn omputations. 

4 MAC trunation 

It is possible to redue the size of the MAC b y using some trunation on R and 

m. The idea is to redue the size of the MAC while minimizing the seurity l o s s . 



In order to do this, we need to onsider not only ollision based attaks but also 

plain guessing attaks. Collision based attaks work by olliding both R and the 

output of the last A S evaluation, while guessing attaks need to orretly guess 

an mbit value. In order to be as seure as possible, we balane the probability 

of suess of the two kinds of attaks. The size of the bloks is n. L et r be the 

number of bits of the random R and let s be the number of bits of the output 

m that are kept to form the MAC. We want (r + n)I2 = s. For a seurity of 

2-(n-d) we take r = n - 2d and s = n - d and that gives us a MAC size of 

t = r + s = 2 n - 3d. 

For example, if d = 43, we get a seurity of 2-85 with a MAC tag of size 

t = 127. If we add one bit to avoid padding messages of length multiple of 128, 

as explained in [2], we g e t a M A C tag of size 128 bits. 

Of ourse, the above e v aluation of the seurity level for the trunations is a 

rude approximation and should not be taken as a seurity proof. In partiular, 

it should be noted that some fator, depending on r and on the number MAC 

omputations that the adversary an do, should apply and redue the seurity. 

5 Message padding 

It is possible to avoid the padding of already omplete message strings by using 

the tehnique proposed in [2], onsisting in adding one bit to R depending on 

whether or not the message had to be padded. This tehnique ould be desribed 

and proposed in the NIST Draft in order to obtain a better eÆieny for RMAC. 

It would address one of the onerns regarding eÆieny expressed in [9] by 

Rogaway. 

6 Addressing remarks raised as publi omments 

Four publi omments [ 7 , 5 , 4 , 9 ] where posted regarding the NIST Draft 800
38B. 

Lloyd desribes in [7] a forgery attak and a key reovery attak against 

RMAC of omplexity approximately 2k . These attaks are ompletely ompatible 

with the bound of the seurity proof that is equal to 2nIn where n = m in( b, k). 

Knudsen [4] pointed out seurity problems arising from the hoie of Triple
D S. He also presents an attaks requiring 2nIn omputations. This attaks fts 

the seurity bound of the proof. 

Kohno desribes in [5] keyollisions attaks that are a variant of Biham's 

attak [1] and also fts within the bound of the seurity proof. 

In [9], Rogaway suggests to abandon the RMAC proposal. He desribes the 

NIST RMAC proposal as a salted RMAC. In his seurity defnition, he gives the 

adversary ontrol on the salt R. It is true that the proof of [2] does not apply 

in ase R is ontrolled by the adversary. H o wever we believe that only the two 

following properties are important for the value R. Namely that, frst, a given 

R should not be repeated more than n times during 2n MAC omputations and 



that, seond, the adversary may not be allowed to hoose the value of R. While 

we h a ve no proof that RMAC is indeed a salted MAC, aording to his defnition, 

we believe that the frst onstrution (in the standard model) from setion 2 is 

in fat seure in this model. 

Rogaway laims that the ideal ipher model is not suitable for a MAC p r o o f 

of seurity. Is is true that the proof in the ideal ipher model makes some strong 

assumptions on the blok ipher AES. H o wever we believe that those assump
tions are what should be expeted of a good blok ipher and that the AES is 

likely to meet these requirements. 
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